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Are You Ready to Deliver DEF?

All OILMEN’S DEF Units include a Weights & Measures Meter, Pumping System, Ticket Printer and Electronic Display.

OILMEN’S TRUCK TANKS developed a proprietary Cabinet Mounted DEF System that is equipped with your choice of drive option.
- Gasoline • Electric • Diesel • Hydraulic

Oilmen’s Truck Tanks completed the nation’s FIRST Weights and Measures Approved tank truck for DEF delivery.

Established in 1951
Oilmen’s Offers DEF Delivery Solutions to Meet Your Needs

DEF 6580 SKID (65-80 GPM)
- Powered by your choice of Electric, Gas, or Hydraulic Motor
- Aluminum Hose Reel with SS components standard with 50’ of 1.5” DEF Delivery Hose
- 25’ x 1.5” DEF Suction Hose included
- Sturdy aluminum base allows for securing to E-Track or other anchor points

DEF 6580 BASE (65-80 GPM)
- Electrically Powered
- Standard with 25’ of 1.5” DEF Delivery Hose
- Designed to be “hard piped” to a bulk tank on the suction side
- Base is designed to be fastened to the floor
- Specifically designed to fill multiple totes or drums using the meter preset

DEF 4050 CART (40-50 GPM)
- 110 V Electrically Powered
- Unit is shown with optional Honda Generator
- Aluminum Hose Reel with SS components standard with 50’ of 1.5” DEF Delivery Hose
- 25’ x 1.5” DEF Suction Hose included
- Portable base with casters can be moved by hand

All OILMEN’S DEF Units are equipped with the following...
- Weights & Measures Approved Meter
- Ticket Printer
- Electronic Display and Presets for Common Industry Amounts

Each of these three units shown are equipped with unique features and benefits.

All units are constructed of wetted materials that meet ISO 22241-3 specifications.

Give Oilmen’s a call today!
1-800-859-8265

Performance Guaranteed!
With its recent 6th expansion in 60 years, the corporate headquarters for Oilmen’s facility now encompasses a total of 80,000 sq. ft. and sits on a 25-acre site with room for more growth.

Oilmen’s Truck Tanks, Inc.

We’re in the business of building long-term relationships.

Our reputation for building superior constructed units has been the result of our ability to listen, evaluate, and offer the most advantageous solutions available. The customer feedback scattered throughout this catalog confirms that when you deal with Oilmen’s, you deal with a company of experienced professionals that you’ll come to know and trust.

Since 1951 Oilmen’s Truck Tanks has been designing, equipping and inventorying truck tank delivery equipment for a wide range of customers. Our dedicated personnel are committed to producing and selling the most trouble-free, efficient, long-lasting as well as attractive aluminum, stainless steel, and specialty truck mounted tank units available.

For your convenience, Oilmen’s Truck Tanks also stocks high quality, name brand lines of inventory worth over $5 million. In addition, we offer expert repair service and stock repair parts on all equipment we sell.

The next time you have an equipment need, we would appreciate the opportunity to be of service to you.
We’ve been buying from Oilmen’s Truck Tanks since 1962. They may ship us a $150,000 truck, send us the paperwork, and we send them a check - like buying a loaf of bread. Very reliable. Competitive. I don’t go anywhere else. I have that much confidence in them. I trust them explicitly. — Hayden B., Homestead, FL

Description

The Model AL76D is perhaps the most popular and versatile truck tank sold. With its fully enclosed rear equipment compartment, many different type meter and reel set ups are possible.

This style tank allows ample room for the equipment and piping, allowing more storage and much easier access for maintenance. Reels can be mounted so that they are accessible from the side or rear. This rear equipment area also has two aluminum side doors providing additional access into this compartment for ease of maintenance and storage.

Serving Satisfied Customers Since 1951
Description (continued)

Drivers of our Model AL76D appreciate the large raised-up canopy door that protects them from bad weather while they prepare for their delivery.

Standard Features: Page 13
Options Available: Pages 32-55
Model AL5D

Description

Model AL5D is a modified “Bikini” style with a full rear head and a large rear equipment canopy which can accommodate multiple inverted hose reels. This canopy over the reels opens to both sides and is equipped with rollers/guides on both sides for ease of delivery.

The meter box located directly under the canopy is of heavy duty steel and has an aluminum cover with (2) aluminum fold down doors.

Standard Features: Page 13
Options Available: Pages 32-55

Oilmen’s Truck Tanks has been a part of the Red Star Oil Company family for 30 years and running. We at Red Star Oil Company consider the Oilmen’s Truck Tank team to be the best in the Industry. They are very professional and friendly to work with. — Mary B., Raleigh, NC
Model AL44D

Description

Model AL44D is a “Bikini” style with a large rear equipment canopy which can accommodate multiple inverted hose reels. This canopy over the reels opens to both sides and is equipped with rollers/guides on both sides for ease of delivery.

The meter box located directly under the canopy is of heavy duty steel and has an aluminum cover with (2) aluminum fold down doors.

Standard Features: Page 13
Options Available: Pages 32-55

I just want to thank you for making me feel at home at your plant; you have a great facility with a real good team of workers that you should be proud of. Well you guys are making a great job of this and the pipe work came out real good too, your man really knows what he is doing. I thank you for the pictures and look forward to seeing the finished job all painted up. — John D., Bermuda
Model ALT6D

Description

The Model ALT6D aluminum tank is a transport rear head design which allows for meter and reels to be mounted in either or both side cabinets.

Tank has heavy duty ladder extending up center of rear head. Tanks of this design are generally shorter and more compact for their size.

Standard Features: Page 13
Options Available: Pages 32-55

“Been doing business with Oilmen’s Truck Tanks for over 35 years and we get excellent service. Everyone on the phone is wonderful – always helpful beyond words. Just terrific. Great folks!” — Kay B., Charleston, SC

Serving Satisfied Customers Since 1951
CERTIFICATION
Tank is manufactured to DOT 406 specifications and meets or exceeds all 406 requirements.

MATERIALS
Bright polished aluminum.

BOTTOM PLATE
Tank bottom is 1/4" (.250") aluminum.

EXTRUDED SILLS
Tank is constructed with continuously welded extruded angle subframe, with extruded aluminum cross members and outriggers with pads at every head and baffle location. A nose pad covering the seam between the front head and the bottom is included for extra strength.

MANHOLES
Offset to the curb side (right) for wide walkway down the road side (left) of the tank.

PIPING
Piping may be run a variety of ways and sizes to meet customer's needs.

FENDERS
Bolt on Jeep style fenders provide protection from road spray and salt with better access to springs and shackles.

HOLD DOWNS
Tank is anchored to the truck chassis by a series of specially designed two-piece tie down assemblies. The two halves of the tie down are locked together in such a way that both side to side and front to back movement are prevented, while securing the tank to the chassis.

ROLL OVER PROTECTION
Both over turn rails are the closed inverted "U" type with the curb side rail being air tight and used for the vapor recovery line.

BUMPER
The rugged bumper provides protection for both driver and equipment.

TOP WALKWAY
Each tank is provided with wide walkway area between the over turn rails with expanded aluminum providing a non-skid surface for safe footing.

LIGHTING
All wiring in tubing is vapor proof. Lighting complies with ICC/D.O.T. regulations. All lights are LED type with snap seal lenses.

CALIBRATION
Threaded rods and brass marker discs are standard in all compartments.

We wanted the best and we found Oilmen's. Eight years ago, we took delivery of a tanker with 10 compartments that Oilmen's had built for us. I drove it until a year and a half ago and it worked excellent. WE NEVER HAD A LEAK underneath the truck. The truck was taken over by someone else... it's still on the road... and STILL DOESN'T LEAK.

One year later, we bought an identical truck, and it too hasn't leaked. We're on our second engine with that same unit — we wore out the first one. We just received the hybrid truck yesterday. Everything's smooth, just as we thought it would be. Can't say enough about the EXCELLENT work these guys do. — Dan C., Valparaiso, IN

Performance Guaranteed!
Model 76R

Description

Model 76R is a steel tank especially designed for rough service. This model features a 7-gauge bottom with outriggers, pads and crossmembers at every head and baffle location.

This model also features a large, completely enclosed, dust free rear compartment that will accommodate multiple meter and reel set ups. This rear compartment has a large aluminum raise up canopy door that protects the driver from the sun, rain or snow.

Two aluminum side doors provide additional access into the compartment for ease of maintenance and storage. Low maintenance heavy-duty aluminum fenders are standard.

Options Available: Pages 32-55

4400 Gal, 4 Compartments, Dual Systems, Bottom Loading

Thanks to all at Oilmens,
At the start of our order we were optimistic. Especially for ordering it from across the country and with no knowledge of your products. But your positive confidence in your products and team assured us we made the right choice. We asked for a tight deadline, a last minute change order, and you still met the date! Incredible.

This truck is more than we could have envisioned! First class from front to back, top to bottom. It’s already in the field. It’s a strong producer with the looks to go with it. From all the comments and the heads turning, your name is going to be commonplace here.

Most of all, everyone’s sincerity, professionalism, and courtesy will always remain in the forefront.

— Jim H., Denver, CO
Model 76CW

Description

Model 76CW is a steel tank designed with catwalks on both sides for our customers who prefer to load from a catwalk. The steel shell is fitted with lightweight low maintenance aluminum rear canopy door, cabinet doors, and rear access doors.

Options Available: Pages 32-55

Oilmen's Truck Tanks has been working closely with me to be sure that my tank and pumping equipment specifications are the most modern and up to date. As a result, we've been purchasing our delivery equipment for both fuel oil and bulk lubricants from Oilmen’s since 1984. Our business is based on the lowest cost to deliver fuels and lubricants, and based on the close working business relationship we have with Oilmen’s that adds value to the bottom line.

— George K., Pompano Beach, FL

Performance Guaranteed!

Let Us Design and Custom Build a Tank for You! | OILMEN’S TRUCK TANKS, INC. | 800-859-8265
Models 38G, T6D, & 5D

Model 38G
- 2400 Gal, 4 Compartments, Dual Systems

Model T6D
- 4000 Gal, 4 Compartments, Single System

Model 5D
- 5000 Gal, 4 Compartments, Dual Systems, Bottom Loading

Serving Satisfied Customers Since 1951
Let Us Design and custom Build a tank for You! | OILMEN’S TRUCK TANKS, INC. | 800-859-8265

Peterbilt, Freightliner, International and many more chassis IN STOCK

Large Stock of Chassis & Tanks

According to Webster’s, the word “EXCELLENCE” means quality of being excellent or valuable quality. That describes your tank wagons.

On April 14th, a man ran a stop sign going forty miles per hour. Our driver swerved to miss him and rolled our Tankwagon. The truck landed upside down on the right of way, and was in this position for over two hours waiting on salvage crews.

Even after this time period, no leaks or spills occurred! Product was pumped out of bottom openings and still no spills or major damage. As you know, this could have been a costly cleanup, if we had not had such a quality tank. Thanks for building such a great tank.

— Fred A., Vero Beach, FL

Aluminum Tanks from 2500 to 4400 Gallon and Steel Tanks from 2100 to 4000 Gallon IN STOCK

Give us a call! We probably stock what you’re looking for.
Model AL5

Description
The Model AL5 tank is very futuristic in looks, extremely strong and features the only patented head design. This tank design lends itself particularly well to commercial and mobile refueling deliveries.

“We started doing serious business with Oilmen’s Truck Tanks back in 1997. We’ve bought new trucks, new tanks, they’ve put tanks on our trucks... we’ve been well pleased. We appreciate their honesty and integrity.” — Griggs M., Latta, SC

Serving Satisfied Customers Since 1951
Our company has probably been doing business with Oilmen’s for about 30 years, and we’ve been really pleased with the excellent service they have given us throughout the years. They have helped us out tremendously with the way they set up our tank trucks. We haven’t experienced any leakage on our trucks and don’t need to return them as often because their work is so good! All of the guys... are super. Oilmen’s has been real good to us—getting us in and out in a timely manner. Time is money!
— David C., Columbia, SC

Description (continued)

The Model AL5 features a unique rear end which is designed to allow the hose reels to be inverted in the enclosed canopy area with the hoses feeding out the bottom of the canopy through a heavy duty four-way roller rack system. Additional rollers mounted on the bumper and below the truck frame allow deliveries to be made in any direction.

Available in both single and tandem axle sizes.

Standard Features: Page 20
Replacement Parts: Page 21

We have always owned an Oilmen’s Truck Tank. We love their trucks, quality of product, quality people and service... since 1984.
— Lach C., Ft. Pierce, FL
Standard Features

**MATERIALS**
Design, materials and construction methods all meet or exceed DOT 406 specifications.

**WELDING**
All longitudinal welds are made with state of the art automatic equipment for consistency and superior quality. All corner to corner welds are Mig welded on the inside and Tig welded outside to guarantee the strongest most reliable weld.

**CENTER OF GRAVITY**
Our unique head design provides a lower center of gravity for safer maneuverability.

**BOTTOM PLATE**
The bottom plates are a minimum 5/16" (.3125") thick and formed to provide complete drainage.

**HOLD DOWNS**
Sills are secured to the chassis frame rails with padded lugs and 3/4" rods and are set on either 4" oak sills or 1" rubber. Front hold downs are spring mounted.

**EXTRUDED SILLS**
Tank sills are available in two designs: one for mounting on wood and one for rubber.

**ROLL OVER PROTECTION**
Full length extruded box overturn rails provide maximum roll over protection for tank and product. Rails are completely enclosed and can be used for a vapor recovery line.

**MANHOLES**
Manholes are offset 4" to the curb-side with 10" fills and DOT vents.

**LIGHTING**
LED lights. Wiring and switches are housed in marine grade junction boxes front and rear.

**BUMPER**
Rugged bumper provides protection for both driver and equipment.

**FENDERS**
Bolt on Jeep style fenders provide protection from road spray and salt with better access to springs and shackles.

**HEADS & BAFFLES**
Heads and baffles are press brake formed and then stiffened for exceptional strength and surge control.

**PIPING**
Piping may be run a variety of ways and sizes to meet customers needs.

**TANK ATTACHMENTS**
Ladders, light brackets, reel buttons, etc. are fastened in a manner not requiring padding and are thus eliminating potential leaks.

**CALIBRATION**
Threaded rods and brass marker discs are standard in all compartments.

---

"Our company has probably been doing business with Oilmen’s for about 30 years, and we’ve been real pleased with the excellent service they have given us throughout the years. They have helped us out tremendously with the way they set up our tank trucks. We haven’t experienced any leakage on our trucks and don’t need to return them as often because their work is so good! All of the guys... are super. Oilmen’s has been real good to us—getting us in and out in a timely manner. Time is money! — David C., Columbia, SC"

"Over 30 years... always dealt with Oilmen’s... bought trucks, service trucks and tanker repairs... always good service. Can't complain about anything. Good bunch of people working for them... excellent to help us out. — Bill M., Asheville, NC"

---

**Serving Satisfied Customers Since 1951**
ELECTRICAL
Marine grade junction boxes, LED lighting and electrical components.

LADDERS
Ladders and ladder components.

HOLD DOWNS
Lugs, rods, springs and all mounting hardware.

ROLLER ASSEMBLIES
Floor rollers, bumper roller and roller assemblies.

FENDERS
Single Fender

Front Ladder

Rear Ladder

Assembly Spring

Nozzle Holder

CABINETS

FLOOR ROLLERS, BUMPER ROLLER AND ROLLER ASSEMBLIES

Assembly Standard

Assembly 45

Roller Assembly

BUMPERS

Aluminum Bumper

Steel Bumper

72” Raise Up Door

Performance Guaranteed!
Let Us Design and Custom Build a Tank for You! | OILMEN’S TRUCK TANKS, INC. | 800-859-8265
On Site Fueling

Oilmen’s builds units that allow our customers to maximize their revenue potential. We can design your fuel trucks so that you have the flexibility to adapt to the needs of your customer. For some of our customers that means a four reel system with multiple hose sizes that allow them to deliver large loads during the day and conduct fleet refueling during the second and third shift.

I am impressed with Oilmen’s willingness to innovate new designs into our fleet needs and help produce what we feel is a superior product in our segment of the industry. Their enthusiasm in a partnership relationship is a decided asset to their customers. And the end product speaks for itself, both in function and appearance. — Frank K., Shreveport, LA

Serving Satisfied Customers Since 1951
Oilmen’s Specializes in On Site Fueling Equipment

Don’t see the configuration you need? Give us a call. We’ll build a solution that meets your specific needs.

Performance Guaranteed!

Let Us Design and Custom Build a Tank for You! | OILMEN’S TRUCK TANKS, INC. | 800-859-8265
Master your Bulk Oil and Package Goods deliveries:

- ONE Truck
- ONE Driver
- ONE Trip

Triple the Savings!

Roll up rear door gives access to cargo space for tote tanks or drums. Unique design offers convenience of dock height or liftgate loading. 2000 to 4000 gallon capacity – 3 to 15 drums, single or dual pumping systems, bottom loading, manifolds or dry breaks.

4000 Gal, 8 Compartments, 9 Drum Carrier, Dual Systems

3200 Gal, 5 Compartments, 15 Drum Carrier, Dual Systems

Suction Line in Rear Carrier
Bulk Lubricant Systems

LUBE ALL™ – A unique design by Oilmen’s Truck Tanks

Dual pumps, meters and reels, all accessed from the same side for easy delivery of a non-contaminated product. Dock height convenience or liftgate loading of drums, pallets or totes.

The rear cargo area is designed for up to (6) 55 gallon drums and (3) 120# drums or numerous cases. Tote tanks will also fit into this storage area, which is equipped with Diamond plate floor, (2) rows of E-track and wooden protection at two levels. A 2” suction hose to one of the bulk pumps gives the flexibility to pump out the drums. With the flip of a switch the entire rear cover rises to provide access to the cargo area. Clear height is over 7’. When closed, the cargo area is weather tight.

*Lubemaster™ and Lube All™ are registered trademarks of Oilmen’s Truck Tanks, Inc.*

SPECIALTY LUBE TRUCKS

Let us design a specialty lube truck for you that allows you to meet your customer’s needs. Whether you want a dedicated line and special filtration to eliminate product convergence and meet “customer spec” or keep your operator from climbing in and out of the back of the truck throughout the day, Oilmen’s has already found a solution.
**Bulk Lubricant Systems**

**Van/Box Trailers**

Ground level dual pumping systems, tote selection by fingertip air controls, no climbing in and out of trailer. (2) pumps, (2) meters, (2) reels and up to (8) independent suction lines are located inside trailer for reduced contamination.

Any size Tote Option available with top or bottom suction.

“I’ve been in this business for 24 years. We’ve been buying from Oilmen’s Truck Tanks because they’re just fair with you. They’re here when you have a problem, and even when you don’t.” — Richard H., Fernandina Beach, FL
Let Us Design and Custom Build a Tank for You! | OILMEN’S TRUCK TANKS, INC. | 800-859-8265

Bulk Lubricant Systems

Van/Box Trucks

Oilmen’s supplies PTO or hydraulic pumping systems in a variety of configurations.

Our long lasting aluminum cabinets are at ground level and easily accessible for the driver.

System can be designed for top or bottom suction of totes.

Air operated manifold systems let the driver stay on the ground increasing efficiency and safety.

Performance Guaranteed!

Single System

Dual System

4 Tote System

9 Tote System

26' Van Body, Dual Systems
Oilmen’s offers a full range of tank sizes and equipment options from a simple 2800 gallon, 1 system unit to 7-compartment multi-system fuel trucks. We can build what you need. Just give us a call!

Oilmen’s has consistently given us a quality product which greatly contributed to our success.
— Mike L., Jacksonville, FL

We’ve been buying from Oilmen’s Truck Tanks for 15 years because they’re just fair with you. They give you good stuff. NEVER had a problem. They shop to get the most competitive price.
I can actually buy a truck cheaper through Oilmen’s than I can from a local dealer because of the volume of business they do.
— Richard H., Fernandina Beach, FL

Serving Satisfied Customers Since 1951
Water Service

Stainless steel and aluminum tanks are available for a wide variety of water service. Water tanks may be equipped with spray towers for dust control in mining operations, road construction, backup fire fighting or water hauling.

Large capacity tanks may be fitted with extendible spray bars and high density nozzles for spraying chemicals or water.

I want to thank you for making me feel at home at your plant; you have a great facility with a real good team of workers that you should be proud of. You guys are doing a great job... the pipe work came out real good too. Your man really knows what he is doing.

— John D., Bermuda

Performance Guaranteed!

Let Us Design and Custom Build a Tank for You! | OILMEN’S TRUCK TANKS, INC. | 800-859-8265
Oilmen’s Truck Tanks has been designing **Waste Oil Recovery Trucks** for over 30 years and continues to refine and customize the design and features. A few of the options we offer are:

- Multiple Filtration
- Circulation and Transfer Manifolds
- Multiple Suction/Discharge Points
- Single or Multiple Overflow Controls
- Multiple Stinger Holders
- Multiple Hose Tubes with Drain Boxes
- Barrel/Tote Racks and Lift Gates

Are you still climbing on tank tops to measure hazardous substances? Now there’s a more efficient way. The **Diptronic™** meter and probe modernizes the way volume of fuel and level of liquid within tankers are monitored and displayed.

Call on us at Oilmen’s for more information.

---

**Serving Satisfied Customers Since 1951**
Quick Index of Options

The following pages include only a sample of the many hundreds of combinations of options available.

Barrel Carriers ........................................... 41-42
Bottom Loading Adapters ......................... 38
Bottom Loading Systems ......................... 39, 54
Bulk Plant Pumps & Carts ...................... 57
Cabinets ....................................................... 32
Catwalks ..................................................... 34
Clearing Tanks ........................................... 43
Decals ......................................................... 51
Electronics .................................................. 55
Hose Guides ............................................... 36
Hose Rollers ............................................... 36-37, 46, 48
Hose Tubes .................................................. 35
Hose Trays .................................................... 35
Hydraulic Drives .......................................... 50
Ladders ....................................................... 33
Manifolds .................................................... 39-40
Nozzle Holders ........................................... 37
Piping ......................................................... 38
Pumping Systems ........................................ 44-48
Reels .......................................................... 48
Roller Racks ............................................... 36
Safety Rails ............................................... 43
Sight Glass ................................................... 43
Strobe Lights .............................................. 43
Stock Tanks ............................................... 17
Waste Tanks ............................................... 43

Having difficulty finding the items you need?

Give us a call. Our experienced personnel will gladly help you put together the perfect combination of necessary options for your specific requirements.

Performance Guaranteed!

Let Us Design and Custom Build a Tank for You! | OILMEN’S TRUCK TANKS, INC. | 800-859-8265
Options

Cabinet Options

- Two Door Weld on Cabinet
- Bolt on Cabinet with Two Fold Up Doors – Used for Long Cabinets
- Two Door Bolt on Cabinet with Open Springs
- Bolt on Cabinet with Single Fold Up Door
- Bolt on Meter Cabinet
- Weld on cabinet with fold up and fold down doors. Used to keep fold up door to smaller size.

We really are enjoying our new oil delivery truck. It’s doing great.
— Larry S., Selma, NC

Serving Satisfied Customers Since 1951
Ladder Options

- Single Rear Curbside Ladder
- Dual Rear Ladders
- Center Rear Ladder
- Front Driver’s Side Ladder
- Special Ladder
- Removable Ladder

Performance Guaranteed!
Let Us Design and Custom Build a Tank for You!  |  OILMEN’S TRUCK TANKS, INC.  |  800-859-8265
Options

Catwalk Options

- Non Skirted Steel with 5" Catwalk
- Non Skirted Aluminum with 5" Catwalk
- Skirted Aluminum with 5" Catwalk
- 18" Flashing Height, Steel Catwalk
- 18" Flashing Height, Aluminum Catwalk
- 5" Catwalk on Full Skirted Steel Tank

"We love our Oilmen’s Tank. Looks pretty good too! Thanks.
— Hank T., Winston-Salem, NC"
Oilmen’s Options

Hose Tubes & Hose Tray Options

6” Aluminum Hose Tube for 3” Hose & Couplers

Hose Tube & Gauge Stick Combinations

Aluminum Hose Tray

Steel Hose Tray

Double Hose Tube with Drain Boxes Front & Rear

Lockable Drain Box for 4 Hose Tubes

Performance Guaranteed!
Let Us Design and Custom Build a Tank for You! | OILMEN’S TRUCK TANKS, INC. | 800-859-8265
Hose Guide & Roller Rack Options

- Single Hannay Guide Master
- Dual Hannay Guide Master
- Top Rewind Hose Reel and Roller Racks Out the Rear
- Three Reels Out the Rear with Roller Rack for Third Reel
- Dual Reels Out the Rear with Roller Rack and Nozzle Holder
- Dual Reels Out the Side with Roller Rack and Nozzle Holder

Serving Satisfied Customers Since 1951
Oilmen’s Options

Nozzle Holder Options

Nozzle Holders that drain directly into drain pan – bolt on type

Nozzle Holders that drain directly into rear drain pan – weld on type

Nozzle Holders that drain directly into below floor collection tank

Nozzle Holder with below floor drain valve

Aluminum Nozzle Holder with Locking Pin and Drain Valve

Aluminum Nozzle Boot with lid and drain valve

Performance Guaranteed!

Let Us Design and Custom Build a Tank for You! | OILMEN’S TRUCK TANKS, INC. | 800-859-8265
Oilmen’s Options

Side Pipe Lines - Dry Breaks & Bottom Loading Adapters

(2) Pumping Systems, Air Emergency Valves with 3” OPW Dry Break Adapters

(2) Pumping Systems, Air Emergency Valves, EBW Openable Bottom Loading Adapters with 2” OPW Dry Break Adapters

(2) Pumping Systems, Air Emergency Valves, EBW Openable Bottom Loading Adapters with Offset 2” OPW Dry Breaks

(2) Pumping Systems, Air Emergency Valves, EBW Openable Bottom Loading Adapters with 3” Emco Dry Break Adapters

(2) Pumping Systems, Mechanical Emergency Valves, EBW Openable Bottom Loading Adapters with 2” OPW Dry Breaks

(2) Pumping Systems, Air Emergency Valves, EBW Openable Bottom Loading Adapters with 3” Emco Dry Break Adapters

Serving Satisfied Customers Since 1951
Oilmen’s Options

Manifold Systems

Betts Manual 4-Compartment Manifold at Rear with 2” Suction Point

Custom Built 4-Compartment 3” Air Operated Manifold with 2” Suction Point

Betts 4-Compartment Double Manifold with Openable Bottom Loading Adapters

Custom Built 3-Compartment 3” Air Operated Manifold with Openable Bottom Loading Adapters

Civacon Air Operated Double Manifold with Openable Bottom Loading Adapters

Civacon Air Operated Triple Manifold with Air Emergency Valves and 3” Suction Points

This is my 57th year in business. Been buying from Oilmen’s Truck Tanks since 1962. They’re service oriented, like we are. — Hayden B., Homestead, FL

Performance Guaranteed!
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We all know it’s a team effort. Your product reflects your team’s dedication, loyalty, commitment, and hard work to produce an outstanding result. (Sales) You definitely put the “customer” first. You gave us ample options at every milestone. You made us feel like a neighbor. (Engineering) Thank you. Sorry for the headaches. Your ideas, expertise, and attention to every detail are unsurpassed. (Crew Chief) Thank you. Your quality of work is being admired daily. Thanks for your leadership. (Check out/Test Mechanic) Thank you. Your coverage and explanation of the “Final Product” all working together is much appreciated. (Receptionist) Thank you. Your kindness and warmth are much needed these days. (Accounts Receivable) Thank you. Your knowledge and wisdom helped us in the “last” minute dash. (To Accounts) Thank you. Your willingness to step in with out being asked should always be commended. (V.P.) Thank you. The “extra” hours, your leadership show throughout the whole company. (President) Thank you. Your humbleness, dedication, and work ethics are reflected throughout. You and your team are truly blessed. —Jim H., Denver, CO
Oilmen’s Options

Barrel Carrier Options

- Roll Up Rear Door, 3-9 Drums, with Tuck Under Lift Gate
- Open 6-Drum Aluminum Barrel Carrier with Flip Up Lift Gate
- Open 12-Drum Steel Barrel Carrier with Flip Up Lift Gate
- Open 6-Drum Aluminum Barrel Carrier with Flip Up Lift Gate
- Covered 6-Drum Aluminum Barrel Carrier with Flip Up Hatch Cover and Tuck Under Lift Gate
- Open 9-Drum Aluminum Barrel Carrier with Flip Up Lift Gate

Performance Guaranteed!
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Oilmen’s Options

Barrel Carrier Options

- Built In 3-Drum Rack with Flip Up Lift Gate
- Built In 6-Drum Rack, Treadplate Floor, E-Track with Wooden Scuff Plates
- 12-Barrel Steel Barrel Carrier with Flip Up Lift Gate
- 8-Barrel Steel Barrel Rack with Side Lift Gate
- Rear Suction Line in Barrel Carrier with Removable Suction Tube
- Dual Rear Suction Lines in Barrel Carrier

“Been dealing with Oilmen’s Truck Tanks for about 30 years. They give excellent service, and quality of work is good.” — Sandy T., Spartanburg, SC

Serving Satisfied Customers Since 1951
Oilmen’s Options

Miscellaneous Options

- Filtration
- Pneumatic Operated Safety Rail
- Waste Tanks
- Amber Strobe Lights and Full Swivel Work Lights
- Rotating Product ID Markers
- 3” Acrylic Sight Glass

Performance Guaranteed!
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Oilmen’s Options

Single System in Rear Cabinet

**1404R** Neptune Meter, Hannay Reel Out the Curb Side, Betts 3 Compartment Manifold with Suction/Gravity Point & 30 Gallon Clearing Tank

**1202R** Liquid Controls Meter, Hannay Reel Facing the Rear with Hose Guide, 2” Betts Wet-R-Dri Valves

**1403R** Liquid Controls Meter, Hannay Reel Out the Rear, 2” Betts Wet-R-Dri Valves

**1502S** Liquid Controls Meter with Electronic Register, Hannay Reel Out the Rear with 2” Pump Off Between Meter and Reel, Side Pipe Lines

**1405R** Liquid Controls Meter, Hannay Reel, Hannay Guide Master, 2” Manifold with 2” Gravity/Suction Line

We’ve been buying from Oilmen’s Truck Tanks for 15 years because they’re just fair with you. They give you good stuff. NEVER had a problem.

They shop to get the most competitive price. I can actually buy a truck cheaper through Oilmen’s than I can from a local dealer because of the volume of business they do.

— Richard H., Fernandina Beach, FL

Serving Satisfied Customers Since 1951
## Oilmen’s Options

### Dual Systems in Rear Cabinet

#### 2240R
- Dual Liquid Controls Meters
- Dual Hannay Reels Out the Rear
- Rear Pipe Lines with Betts Wet-R-Dri Valves

#### 2407S
- Dual Liquid Controls Meters
- Dual Hannay Reels Out the Rear
- Dual Pump Off Lines
- Side Pipe Lines
- Clutch Shift PTOs in Rear

#### 2408S
- Dual Liquid Controls Meters
- Dual Hannay Reels
- Single Curb Side Pump Off
- Side Pipe Lines
- Clutch Shift PTO in Rear

#### 2404R
- Dual Liquid Controls Meters
- Dual Hannay Reels Out the Rear
- Rear Pipe Lines with OPW Dry Breaks
- Dual Pump Off Lines

#### 2201S
- Dual Liquid Controls Meters
- Dual Hannay Reels Out the Side
- Dual Pump Offs
- Side Pipe Lines
- Clutch Shift PTOs in Rear

#### 2409S
- Dual Liquid Controls Meters
- Dual Hannay Reels
- Dual Pump Offs
- Side Pipe Lines

---

**Performance Guaranteed!**
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Oilmen’s Options

Dual Systems in Rear Cabinet - Electronic Registers

2500R Dual Liquid Controls Meters, Mid Com Registers, Mechanical Presets, Rear Pipe Lines, Rear Clutch Shift PTOs

2506S Dual Liquid Controls Meters, LCRII Registers, Electronic Preset, Rear Clutch Shift PTO

2707S Dual Liquid Controls Meters, LCRII Register, Electronic Preset, Hannay Reels with Hose Rollers, Side Pipe Lines

2503S Dual Liquid Controls 3” Meters, LCRII Registers, Electronic Preset Valve, Hannay Reels with Hose Rollers, Dual Pump Offs

2508S Dual Liquid Controls Meters, LCRII Register, Electronic Preset, Hannay Reels, Dual Pump Off, Clutch Shift Rear PTO, Rear Throttle

2509S Dual Liquid Controls Meters, LCRII Registers, Electronic Preset Valves, Dual Hannay Reels w/Dual Guide Master, Dual Pump Off Lines & Clutch Shift Rear PTOs

Serving Satisfied Customers Since 1951
Oilmen’s Options

Single and Dual Systems in Side Cabinets

2201SC Liquid Controls Meter, Hannay Reel, Clutch Shift PTO in Cabinet, Fold Up Cabinet Door

2400SC Liquid Controls Meters, (1) 3”, (1) 2” Custom Manifold, Reels in Road Side Cabinet, Air Emergency Valves, Clutch Shift PTO, Side Cabinet Mounted PTOs

2501SC Dual Liquid Controls Meters, LCRII Registers, Electronic Preset Valve, Dual Hannay Reel, Clutch Shift PTO, Split Fold Up and Down Door

2500SC Dual Liquid Controls Meters, Dual LCRII Registers, Electronic Preset Valves, Air Emergency Valves, Dual Hannay Reels, Pump Off Line

I am pleased with the relationship our company has enjoyed with Oilmen’s for over 25 years.

The quality of their product and the expertise of their personnel is a testimony to their commitment to our industry.

Oilmen’s has consistently given us a quality product which greatly contributed to our success.

— Mike L., Jacksonville, FL

Performance Guaranteed!
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**Oilmen’s Options**

### Reel Options

#### 2501S
- (4) Hannay Reels, All Facing Rear, Dual Liquid Controls Meters with LCRII Registers, Air Emergency Valves

#### 2502S
- (4) Hannay Reels, (2) 1-1/2" Out the Side, (2) Out the Rear, Dual Liquid Controls Meters, LCRII Registers, Electronic Presets, Dual Pump Off Lines, Rear Clutch Shift PTOs

#### 2504S
- Dual Liquid Controls Meters, LCRII Registers, Electronic Preset Valve, Dual Inverted Hannay Hose Reels, Dual Pump Off Lines

#### 1403S
- Single Liquid Controls Meter, Single Hannay Inverted Hose Reel and Pump Off Line

### Bikini Options

#### 2512S
- Dual Liquid Controls Meters, LCRII Registers, Electronic Preset, Dual Pump Off, Special Hose Roller Rack and Nozzle Boot

#### 2501S
- (4) Hannay Reels, All Facing Rear, Dual Liquid Controls Meters, LCRII Registers, Air Emergency Valves

**Serving Satisfied Customers Since 1951**
Oilmen’s Options

Pump Off Line Options

Single Weights and Measures Approved Pump Off Between Meter and Reel in Side Cabinet

Dual Pump Off Prior to the Meter (Prior to the meter Weights and Measures is not an issue.)

Dual Weights & Measures Approved Pump Off Between Meter and Reel in Rear – One Each Side

Dual Weights and Measures Approved Pump Off Between Meter and Reel Both in the Rear

Side Access Single Weights and Measures Approved Pump Off

Dual Purpose Single Weights and Measures Approved Pump Off

Performance Guaranteed!
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Oilmen’s Options

Hydraulic Drive Options

Hydraulic driven pumps and/or hose reels can be used in a number of applications. Whenever multiple pumps (3 or more) are needed, or when it is advantageous for the pumps to be located away from the power take off opening, hydraulics can be utilized. Trailers with pumping systems are a good example.

If you tell Oilmen’s you can haul a certain weight, they spec out the different components so that I don’t have any problems when I cross the scales. They do a great job. They’re the only ones I call.

— Richard H., Fernandina Beach, FL

Blackmer Pumps with Hydraulic Adaptors and Motors
Decal and Painting Options

Oilmen’s can install your decals or assist in designing a logo or layout for your company. And, with the most up to date 5-bay facility in the industry, our paint experts can offer designs ranging from simple one color to complex.

We have got a “GOOD LOOKING TRUCK” on the road and we are mighty proud of it.
— Harold R., High Point, NC
Oilmen’s Specialty

Custom designs are our specialty

Insulated and Wrapped Stainless Steel Tanks with Insulated Cabinets

DEF Delivery Solutions such as 80 GPM Portable Pump Skids for Offloading DEF

Stainless Steel Fuel Tanks for Extreme Cold Weather Climates.

McMurdo Sound, Antarctica

Special Units for Fueling Emergency Response Vehicles

All Terrain Rough Service Refueling Vehicles from 1200 gallons up

Storm Chasers, Quick Response, Storage and Fueling for Disaster Relief

200 GPM Diesel Systems for Fueling Locomotives

Service Units for Delivering Oils, Grease, Air, Diesel and Gas

Serving Satisfied Customers Since 1951
Oilmen’s Specialty

Oilmen’s Builds Specialty Items to Your Specifications

Portable Self Contained Skids for Delivering New Oils and Picking up Waste Oils

400 GPM Portable Pump Skids for offloading ethanol from rail cars

Dual Fuel Units for fueling shipyard cranes

Service Units with all Pumping Equipment in Rear Box with Roll Up Door

120 GPM Bulk Oil Systems with Hose for Servicing Barges out of 40 Barrels or 8 Totes

Trailers for Waste Oil Recovery and Emergency Fueling for Disaster Relief

Performance Guaranteed!
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Oilmen’s Specialty

Bottom Loading System for Bulk Plant Rack & Trucks

Oilmen's specially designed a unique Bottom Loading System for your bulk plant rack and trucks which saves both time and money.

**The Advantages**

- This is **not** an electrical system
- Eliminates pulling expensive explosion proof wiring to your loading rack
- Keeps your driver on the ground and off the top of your trucks
- Makes vapor recovery practical at your rack
- No expensive leaking loading arms
- It Works – **All The Time!**

“Been doing business with Oilmen’s Truck Tanks since 1967. They’re pretty personable people. They care about workmanship, and take pride in what they do. That’s one thing I like about them.

As a whole, they’re first-class... they put out a good product and stand behind it.

— Gerry B., Charleston, SC

---

**Serving Satisfied Customers Since 1951**
Oilmen’s Specialty

Oilmen’s Sells & Installs a Variety of Quality Electronics

Dual LCR600 Registers

Remotely Mounted LCR II Registers

Mid:Com E-Count Registers and Xcel Link

Triple LCR II Registers

Single Roll Printer in the Cab

Double Slip Printers in the Cab
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Certified Repair Service

When You Need Truck Tank Repair...

You need it fast, and you need it repaired right the first time!

Oilmen’s Truck Tanks is a full service repair facility with a fully skilled staff. From simple modifications to collapsed heads to complete rebuilds, Oilmen’s can help.

Give us a call at 1-800-859-8265.

We’re conveniently located at the crossroad of the South, near the intersection of I-85 and I-26 in Spartanburg, South Carolina.

✓ DOT Registered
✓ National Board Certified
✓ R Stamp

We’ve been able to depend on Oilmen’s Truck Tanks for many years. Whether it’s been purchasing new tank wagons, trucks, tanks, parts or pumping repairs... everything is of quality materials.

I can depend on Oilmen’s for equipment parts and repair. They always do a great job, and reasonably quick too.

— Wayne M., Asheville, NC

Oilmen’s Truck Tanks has been a part of our family for three generations. They have continued to provide our company with technology and knowledge that is vital in this very demanding industry.

— Eddie A., Seneca, SC
Oilmen’s Specialty

Bulk Plant Pumps & Specialty Pumping Carts

We have experienced technicians in a well equipped shop who are dedicated to building bulk plant pumps.
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Oilmen’s Specialty

Oilmen’s can do Upgrades for One Unit or Entire Fleet

Our team of over 100 is ready to roll. Call 1-800-859-TANK today.

Oilmen’s has been designing, equipping and inventoring tank truck and fuel truck delivery equipment for a wide range of customers since 1951. We have an exceptional team who have mastered every aspect of the business — from rebuilding meters, to designing entire fleets of special application truck tanks.

Give us a call. You’ll discover that our hands-on experience and ‘can-do’ attitude make us uniquely qualified to assist you with your special applications.

Isn’t it time to upgrade your fleet?

Thank you for professionalism and promptness of service in our recent fleet transaction. Oilmen’s Truck Tanks should be commended on their professional customer service.
— Joe C., Bainbridge, GA

Oilmen’s Truck Tanks has always maintained the highest level of integrity and professionalism in the sales or service of our equipment. They have helped us maintain an edge over our competition through the technology they offer. We feel that we cannot afford to deal with anyone else.
— Lloyd W., Shelby, NC

Do you have a copy of Oilmen’s Fact Finder?

Handy information, complete with charts. Fits right in your shirt pocket. Drivers love ‘em! To request a booklet, call (864)573-7400 or (800)859-8265 — or you can send your name and shipping address via email directly to our parts counter at: parts@oilmens.com
Bottom Loading Adoption, Air Valves, Bottom Loading Adoption, Dry Breaks, Dry Breaks, Nozzles, Oilmen's Specialty

We at Oilmen's are extremely proud of the superior level of customer service our parts department provides our customers.

Whether you need a replacement gasket or troubleshooting a problem with your pump or meter, we're here to help you.

Place an order by 3:00pm and we will ship it the same day. If we don't have the part you need we'll order it and, if possible, have it drop shipped to you.

Need an Oilmen's Parts Catalog? Give us a call today at 1-800-859-8265, or visit our website to download a copy. Check out our huge 88-page parts catalog for great tips on maintaining and troubleshooting your equipment as well as time saving advice. Click on the “Catalogs” tab on our website: www.trucktanks.com

I recently ordered a small electrical part from Oilmen's. It has arrived and all is well. I have been trying to order the same part from the truck's manufacturer for three months. Oilmen's part arrived in THREE DAYS. Enough said! — Steve S., Clarksville, TN

We look forward to serving you.

Performance Guaranteed!
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# CREDIT TERMS & CONDITIONS AGREEMENT

**DBA OR TRADE NAME**: 

**PHONE ( )** 

**COMPANY OR CORPORATE NAME**: 

**SHIPPING ADDRESS**: 

(PLEASE ATTACH ADDITIONAL SHIP TO ADDRESS IF APPLICABLE.) 

**BILLING ADDRESS**: 

(PLEASE ATTACH ADDITIONAL BILL TO ADDRESS IF APPLICABLE.) 

**KIND OF BUSINESS**: 

**YEARS ESTABLISHED**: 

**TYPE OF ORGANIZATION**: [ ] Individual [ ] Partnership [ ] Corporation  

**DATE STARTED UNDER PRESENT MANAGEMENT**: 

**BUYER’S NAME**: 

**BUYER’S EMAIL ADDRESS**: 

*For Order Confirmation and Special Offer purpose only.* 

**OWNER OR PRESIDENT’S NAME**: 

**TITLE**: 

**BANK REFERENCE**: 

**ADDRESS OR PO BOX**: 

**CITY**: 

**STATE**: 

**ZIP**: 

**YOUR CHECKING ACCOUNT NO.** 

**BANK CONTACT**: 

**NAME** 

**PHONE** 

**LONG TERM TRADE REFERENCES WITH CREDIT BALANCES COMPARABLE TO REQUEST FROM OILMEN’S TRUCK TANKS, INC.**

1. **NAME**: 

**ADDRESS OR PO BOX**: 

**CITY**: 

**STATE**: 

**ZIP**: 

**PHONE ( )** 

2. **NAME**: 

**ADDRESS OR PO BOX**: 

**CITY**: 

**STATE**: 

**ZIP**: 

**PHONE ( )** 

3. **NAME**: 

**ADDRESS OR PO BOX**: 

**CITY**: 

**STATE**: 

**ZIP**: 

**PHONE ( )** 

4. **NAME**: 

**ADDRESS OR PO BOX**: 

**CITY**: 

**STATE**: 

**ZIP**: 

**PHONE ( )** 

**TAX EXEMPT?** [ ] YES [ ] NO  

**D & B RATED?** [ ] YES [ ] NO 

**PLEASE ATTACH RESALE CERTIFICATE IF APPLICABLE.**

**IS A PURCHASE ORDER REQUIRED BY YOUR COMPANY POLICY TO EXPEDITE PAYMENT OF INVOICES?** [ ] YES [ ] NO 

**ACCOUNTS PAYABLE CONTACT PERSON**: 

**AP PHONE ( )** 

**AP PERSON’S EMAIL ADDRESS**: 

**AP FAX ( )** 

**TERMS AND CONDITIONS**

1. In order to establish a line of credit, we hereby authorize the companies and/or banks to release any credit information requested by Oilmen’s Equipment Corporation and/or its subsidiaries, hereinafter referred to as Oilmen’s.

2. It is agreed and understood by the undersigned, that if this Purchaser’s Credit Application is approved by Oilmen’s, the purchase will be subject to the terms and conditions contained herein and those contained on the invoice. Applicant further agrees to the following terms and conditions:

   (a) A service charge of 1 1/2% per month to be added to any account not paid in full by the invoice due date.

   (b) In the event of default, Applicant agrees to pay any and all costs of collection, including attorney's fees incurred whether or not collection of the account requires suit.

   (c) All merchandise sold to you pursuant to this agreement, shall be subject to a Security Agreement in favor of Oilmen’s. The Security Agreement shall contain the standard provisions set forth in Article 9 of the UCC, as adopted in the State of South Carolina. In addition, the Security Agreement will provide that the title to the merchandise will remain with Oilmen’s until paid for in full. Further, in the event that merchandise is not paid for upon the due date or other financing arrangements made, Oilmen’s shall have the right, without notice, to immediately repossess the merchandise.

3. Merchandise may be returned only with the prior written approval of Oilmen’s. Returned items must be referenced to the purchase invoice number and sent freight prepaid to the location directed by Oilmen’s. In addition, Oilmen’s may collect a reasonable handling, restocking charge.

4. The undersigned certifies that all of the information on this form is correct and Oilmen’s is relying on the information to establish a credit line. Further, that the undersigned fully understands the foregoing credit terms and agrees to the proper payment in consideration of extended credit.

*** ALL SPACES OF THIS AGREEMENT MUST BE FILLED IN TO BE CONSIDERED. ***

Dated this __________ day of __________, 20 ________.

**FOR COMPANY**: 

**BY**: 

(Authorized Officer Signature) 

**NAME**: 

(Printed Name of Signing Officer) 

**TITLE**: 

---
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Three Ways to Place Your Order:

1) Open Account
2) Credit Card – *We accept Visa, Master Card & American Express*
3) Check or Money Order

New Accounts
If you wish to establish an “Open Account,” you will find a credit application in our catalog on page 60 for your use. Please fill in the application completely and sign. Allow our credit department (3) days maximum in which to establish open account status.

Terms
Prices are F.O.B. our warehouse and will be billed at the time of delivery. Net 30 days for open accounts. Please establish credit in advance. New and used truck tanks: 10% deposit with order depending on specialty of equipment – balance upon completion.

Freight
Orders are shipped freight collect unless otherwise established.

Taxes
State sales taxes or any other taxes imposed by law will be added in accordance with such regulations. We are required by law to collect sales tax on goods bound to Florida, Georgia, Indiana, Michigan, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennesee and Virginia.

Minimum Order
A $3.00 service charge will be applied to orders less than $25.00.

Return Policy
A 15% restocking charge will be assessed on all returned items unless Oilmen’s made a shipment error. For proper credit, Oilmen’s must be notified that merchandise is being returned. Any item returned to us must be shipped prepaid. All items must be in good, resalable condition and returned within 60 days. No credit returns after 90 days.

Damages or Shortages in Shipments en route
Our responsibility does not extend beyond our warehouse. Examine all shipments carefully before the delivering carrier leaves your premises. Where damage or shortage has occurred be sure to have freight bill signed by the driver (motor freight shipments). Damages occurring on UPS shipments are to be taken up with the driver making the delivery. Parcel post damages are to be reported to us immediately. Concealed damage claims must be made within forty-eight hours. In all instances we will attempt to assist you in securing adjustments provided you follow the above recommendations.

Shipping Information
We make every effort to ship your order the same day we receive it. When size and weight allow we use UPS, because it is normally faster. On shipments 150 lbs. or above, we ship via motor freight prepay and add. Charges vary depending upon distance from Spartanburg, South Carolina.

Regular Handling Charges
Orders from $25.01 to $50.00...$ 8.00
Orders above $50.00..................$10.00

A $10.00 service charge is assessed on packages taken to the bus station or shipped Air Express.
Why choose Oilmen’s Truck Tanks?

Oilmen’s designs units that allow operators to work more efficiently, eliminating or reducing redundant or cumbersome tasks. When your operator works more efficiently, he can deliver to more customers each day, maximizing your profits.
### Property Of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Telephone Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Person To Contact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(STREET)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(CITY)</td>
<td>(STATE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Permanent Equipment Record

#### TRUCK

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model/Year</th>
<th>Provided By</th>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Model Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### TANK

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model/Year</th>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Model Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Pumping System Components

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMPONENT</th>
<th>MODEL</th>
<th>SERIAL NUMBER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
One of the Largest Dealers in New and Used Truck Tanks in North America...

Oilmen’s Truck Tanks, Inc.
P. O. Box 2807
Spartanburg, SC 29304

Telephone:
800-859-TANK (8265)
or 864-573-7400

Fax:
864-585-3635

Email:
info@oilmens.com

Web site:
www.trucktanks.com

Oilmen’s Deliver... Around the Corner, or Around the World.

McMurdo Sound, Antarctica

Oilmen’s Truck Tanks stocks superior quality, name brand lines such as...

© 2015 Oilmen's Truck Tanks, Inc.